[The principal components analysis--method to classify the statistical variables with applications in medicine].
Based on the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors analysis, the principal component analysis has the purpose to identify the subspace of the main components from a set of parameters, which are enough to characterize the whole set of parameters. Interpreting the data for analysis as a cloud of points, we find through geometrical transformations the directions where the cloud's dispersion is maximal--the lines that pass through the cloud's center of weight and have a maximal density of points around them (by defining an appropriate criteria function and its minimization. This method can be successfully used in order to simplify the statistical analysis on questionnaires--because it helps us to select from a set of items only the most relevant ones, which cover the variations of the whole set of data. For instance, in the presented sample we started from a questionnaire with 28 items and, applying the principal component analysis we identified 7 principal components--or main items--fact that simplifies significantly the further data statistical analysis.